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P3 having been working as a team to create products for The Lodge Shop.
Students learnt to follow a simple visual recipe using cups to measure the
ingredients to make pine and different shaped bird feeders; they all enjoyed contributing to this activity and Carol was happy to have a different
product to sell in the shop. Students also worked on a 'children's range' of
birthday cards, following staff modelling using sand to make a fruit/
vegetable shape, then adding eyes, mouths and/or limbs to create a fun
card; they stamped these with the 'school logo' and 'happy birthday' and
brought them to the shop last week; Carol was very impressed with the
cards and students were very happy to hear some of their products sold
this week, the birdfeeders were popular.

Some students in Class 15 and P1 can speak Portuguese and wanted to
take their classes on a Ryan Air flight to Lisbon in Portugal. The flight attendant told the passengers on the flight about some of the 'highlights' to explore in Portugal! We discovered that Portugal has all sorts of weather,
churches, castles, storks on rooves, cats, goats, beautiful coast lines, cafes
and much, much more! We were taught the most important Portuguese
words! These were ola (hello), goodbye (adeus) and thank you
(obrigada).

KS3 students went on a 'journey' to the sun. We went back in time in our
time machine 8 minutes and 20 seconds. This is how long it takes for rays
from the sun to reach our planet earth! It was far too hot and there were no
hard surfaces for a landing on the sun so we returned to earth and studied
the sun from our planet earth! We leaned 10 'amazing' facts about the sun,
the centre of our solar system!

